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Dear members,

2022 AGM

I hope you have enjoyed Term 2 and been able to
engage in as many of the great courses and excursions
as you would like. We know that flu and RSV (a
nasty form of the common cold) have impacted
attendance at recent classes, on top of the increasing
COVID numbers. We have now had a couple of
instances of an NU3A member testing positive with
COVID after attending a class (with immediate advice
to other class member to monitor for symptoms and
follow NSW Health guidelines). It remains very
important to maintain hygiene measures and maskwearing!
The Newsletter is again filled with interesting items
and information: a brief report on the 2022 AGM, a
preview of the bumper Term 3 and 4 Program that our
Program Coordination Team have put together, and
reports on some of the known and newer courses that
were offered in Term 2. The Program will be released
shortly and enrolments open 5-18 July.
Term 3 kicks off with our second Members’ Picnic
on Tuesday 19 July – this time at Carrington
Bowling Club – a great venue (see report on Barefoot
Bowls) where we have an indoor option if the weather
is poor, or hopefully beautiful outdoor weather and
free access to the Club’s BBQ facilities! The
Committee would love to see you there.
Meantime, have a healthy and happy mid-year break –
keep warm and well!
Jenny Williams, President

The 2022 AGM held on 7 April at Hamilton South
Bowling Club was well attended and followed by a
pleasant lunch at the Club. Those present were treated
to a fascinating talk by
Professor Frini Karayanidis,
who is Director of the
Functional Neuroimaging
Laboratory in the University of
Newcastle’s School of
Psychological Sciences. Frini’s
subject was healthy ageing –
dispelling myths, the good and
bad of ageing, including
incidence of dementia and how
to reduce risk factors; and her team’s research-based
approach to “ageing well” and factors that influence
brain resilience. Frini answered questions from the
floor and offered us a future presentation as the
research unfolds. Her talk was appreciated by all
attending.
An online version of Frini’s talk can be viewed at
(20) Facebook Live | Facebook

The business of the AGM was done quickly,
following presentation of detailed reports. The
unqualified auditor’s report and 2021 Financial
Report were accepted, and all 2021 office bearers and
Committee members were nominated and elected
unopposed.
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I am personally very grateful as President to have the
ongoing support of this effective, collaborative team
for another year… It will be time for some of us to
step aside in 2023, so please think about what you
could contribute as a committee member in future!
The draft minutes of the AGM (to be adopted at the
General Meeting in September) are attached for your
information.
2022-2023 Office Bearers and Committee:
President – Jenny Williams
Vice President – Ron Robinson
Secretary – Julie Fibbins
Assistant Secretary – Ann Young
Treasurer – Anne Moore
Assistant Treasurer – Keith Finnie
General Members –
Norman Birt, Dale Bray, Joy Carlin, Margaret
Finnie, Margaret Jamieson.
The committee welcomes feedback and queries from
members, so please talk to any of us when you see us
in class!

TERM 3 AND 4 PROGRAM PREVIEW
Generous offers from a variety of existing and new
tutors have enabled our Program Coordinators, Jenny
Kell and Annette Walker, to put together a real
smorgasbord of short and one-session courses for
Term 3 and 4 in addition to the full suite of
“continuing” courses that run for the full year. Venues
Coordinator, Keith Finnie, has met the challenge of
finding the venues needed to accommodate this, and
Enrolments Officer, Margaret Finnie, will be kept
very busy when enrolments reopen on 5 July
NOTE: You do not need to re-enrol in any
full-year course you were already attending in
Term 2. Current members need only apply to
enrol in new courses or ongoing courses not
previously enrolled in.
The Program will be emailed to you and published on
the website in the next few days.

EXCURSIONS
Our Excursion Coordinators, Rosemary O’Neill and
Alan West, have gone “above and beyond” in
responding to members’ enthusiasm for opportunities
to get together outside the classroom: Some 30
excursions and walks are on offer on Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays, many repeated on different
days, including a number of new venues and some not
seen for several years.
With so many excursions, volunteers are needed to
assist in organising some of them (contact point for
member apologies, queries, etc.). If you can help with
an excursion you’d like to attend, please note your
Course Clerk offer at the end of the online
enrolment form or email
newcastleu3a.au@gmail.com with your details.
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MEMBERS PICNIC/BBQ
Following the windswept inaugural Members’ Picnic in
February, we have been fortunate in booking the
Carrington Bowling Club for the mid-year Picnic on
Tuesday 19 July 11am-3pm, with the Club’s free BBQ
facility (including all cooking utensils) available from noon.
Please BYO food…. Or patronise the Club’s bar, tea/coffee,
and bistro lunch, all available for purchase at the Club.

And some of our Uke players will again provide a brief
entertainment. PLEASE COME!

STOP PRESS! WHITHER TUESDAY TALKS?
Sadly, after almost 18 years of providing 32 engaging talks
each year for NU3A, and following the last two very
challenging, COVID-affected years, Ron and Carol Davis
have decided it is time to resign from leading the talks.
The Team is now working on “what comes next”, with the
aim of returning regular talks (perhaps fortnightly rather
than weekly) to face to face presentation. WATCH THIS
SPACE – further details will be provided when known.

Presenters –

On behalf of all members, we thank Ron and Carol for
their significant contribution to NU3A’s Program, and the
many hours of work that has entailed each Term, and wish
them the very best in retirement from that role. We hope
to have the opportunity to thank them properly, and in
person, later this year.

Joy and David Barrow

Roland Bannister,
Bert Browne and Ian
Wheeler.

and
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So many different and interesting tangents from the
same photo. Nothing’s sacred as long as the grammar
and spelling pass Dee’s muster. For aspiring
wordsmiths, scribes, anyone who wants to improve
their writing skills, this course is worth investigating.
We’ll continue tapping away on our keyboards
with renewed vigour.

105 Guided Writing
At the start of the year, when NU3A’s list of available
courses is released, we mark off our selections as to
what we might jointly like to attend. Outings, Picnics
and Photography, one tick each. Elevating Art, no
particular medium, method or requirements, a
friendly group of like-minded scribblers and
colourists. Relaxing, entertaining, and fun.

Roy Bisson
And….from Janice:

We’d both enjoyed a previous writing course, Writing
for Fun, with tutor Beth Elliott, and enjoyed it
immensely. My wife, Janice, has been occupied in
writing a novel for several years. She thought it
would serve me well to join in, so I signed up as well.
The weekly classes are as absorbing and
entertaining as they are educational. Speaking for
myself, I’m finally learning things I should have
learned at school but was either too lazy or
disinterested, probably both, to do. Janice is
thoroughly enjoying her weekly writing submissions
and I hope my own input has improved somewhat
with Dee’s contributions.
Currently we comprise of a small convivial group,
easy to exchange ideas and happy to share our spiel.
Stories with subject assignments vary every week.
Memoirs, fact, and fiction, oft times prompted with a
photograph for inspiration. Tales range from
remembered instances relating to the proffered
image, to bizarre imaginings.

I thoroughly enjoyed the U3A Guided Writing Course.
Tutor, Dee Lange, made our course interesting and
informative. Consequently, my knowledge and ability
to write has markedly improved.
__________________________________________
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There is quite a diverse range of birdlife and many birds
come back to breed around October. The climb up the
Egret Tower is worth the effort just for the views.

Visit to the Wetlands
Much of the area has been reclaimed since 1986, from a
dump and football fields, and restored by volunteers into
the wetlands we have today. It now provides habitat for
over 150 species of birds. There is an education centre on
the site and students were working in the classrooms on
the day we visited. We are so lucky to have this treasure
so close to home.

About 20 members met up in late May at the Hunter
Wetlands for a leisurely stroll along the tracks enjoying
the quiet sounds of the bush and the serenity of the
environment. We started as a group but as members
stopped to read signs or examine the different birds or
trees along the way, we soon became scattered into
several smaller chatting groups. We were lucky to have an
overcast day with no rain, but we did have to negotiate
some boggy parts of the tracks, which led to a lot of
laughter and support for each other.

We met up back at the Centre and 14 members stayed for
lunch. We had organised tables so were all sitting
together and that was the most social part of the day,
when we could relax on the verandah and really get to
know one another. The café provides a good variety in
their menu and the service was warm and friendly. Many
members said they would like to visit the Wetlands in
October in the breeding season, so a visit has been
programmed for Semester 2.

Everyone was happy to stroll along without a guide, but if
any member knows the Wetlands well and would like to
guide us and share their knowledge, please state this in
the Semester 2 enrolment application or contact Alan and
Rosemary on 0439817006.
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INTRODUCTION TO

health and there is a significant sense of achievement
when one has cobbled together a pattern and can
see what needs to be done!

This was a new course commenced at the beginning
of Term 2 for people wishing to learn how to play
Mahjong. The course leader was Dr Jeanne Boote,
and she was ably assisted by Krystine Avery. These
ladies are experienced Mahjong players – we were in
good hands. The NU3A committee approved the
purchase of equipment to facilitate running the
course and Jeanne very kindly sourced said
equipment – the secondhand Mahjong tiles from
eBay, the card tables from Bunnings and arranging
for the Elermore Vale Men’s shed to make the racks.
Thank you, Jeanne.

It is fair to say that those who completed the eight
weeks thoroughly enjoyed themselves. So much so,
that some participants were keen to keep playing on
an informal basis over the semester break. The
remaining participants who completed the course are
all keen to continue in Term 3 Mahjong which will be
included in the soon to be released program.
Thank Jeanne and Krystine for your tuition,
enthusiasm and encouragement.
Anne Moore

For those unfamiliar with Mahjong, it is a game
(developed in China in the 19th Century) which uses
tiles and sets of patterns based on those tiles. There
are groups of tiles – three suits comprising circle,
character and bamboo together with winds, dragons,
flowers/seasons. Each player is given 13 tiles (or 14 if
you are the dealer) and the aim of the game is to
make up one of the standard patterns by using those
tiles, picking some up and discarding the ones you
don’t want as the game progresses. In the games we
played, the number of patterns used was twenty
although there are more patterns that can be
adopted.

Fred Astaire and his sister Adele playing Mah Jong, 1926

Generally speaking, we played with four at each table
although there is a version of Mahjong for a three
handed table. The first person at the table to
complete one of the standard patterns is the winner
at that table.
For my part, the most difficult aspect was
remembering all the patterns available and being
able to fit my dealt tiles into one of those patterns.
Because the suits and patterns are unique to the
game, it is a relatively steep learning curve to start
playing successfully. But this is so beneficial to brain
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What’s it about?
The Conservatorium of Music at a regional university in
NSW is facing another restructure. A recent purge of
academics and courses has left the remaining staff and
their students demoralised, their only life raft the joy they
find in making music. Dr Richard Fenchurch lecturer,
conductor and Mozart scholar, reluctantly agrees to lead
the Conservatorium through the maelstrom, following the
mysterious departure of the Head of Music. Fenchurch
finds himself caught between the smooth-talking PVC
Professor Graham Gombold with his promises of musical
manna, and his mutinous colleagues, who are firmly
against any further cuts or changes to the curriculum. The
university’s vice chancellor is sacked over the unfortunate
debacle establishing a campus in Dubai and her successor
has a vision for the future of the Con that involves drones
while the students just keep singing in the lifeboats.

Men's Breakfast
The U3A Men's Breakfasts are a treat. About 13 senior
worthies gather to solve the world’s problems, reminisce,
and enjoy eating. Good company, good food, nice
location, no homework.

This play with music is another hard-hitting satire from
playwright Carl exploring not just the crisis facing the
humanities in our universities but the existential threat
facing the Arts in general. It’s a timely, funny, provocative,
and moving celebration of the transformative power of
music from the company that brought you Being Sellers,
Dali: Hallucinogenic Toreador, Human Resources and
Shakespeare’s Fools.

We begin each meeting with a set conversation topic, but
from this our attention soon drifts to whatever distracts
our aging heads.
Roland Bannister
Course Leader
_____________________________________________

Newcastle has always been privileged with the cultural life
of our city. Music, dance, theatre and the arts have a deep
history in this town, and we continue to be presented
with enticing opportunities.

THEATRE GROUP (course 701)
NU3A Theatre Group regularly attend performances at
Newcastle Theatre Company. Increasingly, with the
support and backing of our acting fraternity, we have had
the privilege of attending sessions that provide in-depth
reflections on our theatrical experiences and also learning
about the life, the challenges and the idiosyncrasies of
local thespians and their support networks.

You might like to book into this matinee at 2.00 pm on
Saturday 16 July, enjoy the play and the QandA. You can
book online or phone the Box Office 4929 1977.

In late April local playwright, actor and director Carl
Caufield ran a U3A course for members in the theatre at
Newcastle Theatre Company on his play “The Fine Art of
Deception”. It was a fascinating session, especially as we
viewed the set in the early stages of set-up. Carl followed
this up with a QandA session after the subsequent
matinee performance of the play, including the cast and
the creative team; another great learning experience from
an erudite and very entertaining Novocastrian.

Gloria and John
Course 701 Coordinators

Carl has again offered another learning opportunity for
members, this time at the Playhouse (Civic Theatre). It is a
QandA session following the matinee performance of his
play “Creativity” on Saturday, 16 July.
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BAREFOOT BOWLS
Many months after Barefoot Bowls was first listed in the Program (by
then Coordinator, Beth Elliott), and cancelled (twice) due to COVID,
NU3A members finally got onto “the Green” at Carrington on a beautiful
sunny day – after all that dreadful wind had
gone. As there was only one knowledgeable
player amongst us, a very non-competitive
event followed, with “team” members
swapping and mixing to socialise and get some
gentle exercise, while learning some of the skills
and a few of the rules of the game. Thank you
to Bruce Kerr for instruction, help and
guidance!
Several members took advantage of the pleasant outdoor
setting to have lunch from the Club’s Cowper Street Diner.
Members were keen to have Barefoot Bowls
become a regular event in the NU3A Program, so
you will find two more opportunities to participate
in the upcoming Term 3 and 4 Program.
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Spreading the Word and Sharing U3A
We all know that U3A has brought friendships, interesting courses, activities and
opportunities into our lives for which we are thankful. Also, we know that the majority of
our communities are unaware of the existence of U3A, but that is about to change.
First, we produced the book “Holy Crap” which has been a huge success. Now we are
working on producing 6 podcasts to share, to the listening world, our wonderful U3As in
NSW. U3A Network NSW is financing the endeavour knowing that this is a valuable
avenue of marketing and promoting U3A to the general public, thus encouraging more
people to join and thrive with U3A.
It will also be a valuable way of connecting with members and the public who are isolated, immunecompromised and those who experience loneliness. If future lockdowns occur, the podcasts will be an avenue
we can use for creative expression and collaboration.
The Podcasts will be led by Laurene Mulcahy and Ryan Burrett of Alt Objectives and will profile 6 different NSW
Regions sharing the exciting activities a member can experience in U3A
This builds on the positive collaboration between regional NSW U3As created by “Holy Crap” - a collaboration
that is still ongoing. Books have gone to U3AAA Victoria, and Tasmania Online U3A, Kempsey Macleay Valley
U3A Inc, U3A Shoalhaven Third Age of Learning Inc. and now Dubbo Chapter U3A has requested books and
asked Laurene to attend and be guest speaker at a special event in Dubbo late July 2022. Members have
shown that they were able to learn and use the technology that kept them connected during COVID and the
Podcasts will extend that reach to members and non-members alike. It will be something that members can
easily share with family and friends and be ambassadors for U3A. For too long the U3A organisation has been
Australia’s best kept secret and it’s now time to shine.
New technologies may seem intimidating but can be very user friendly and this process will help our
membership base engage with these technologies and enable further interaction and collaboration within our
U3A communities.
Ryan Burrett of Alt Objectives is a writer, actor, director, singer songwriter, sound engineer, playwright and
facilitator. His sound design work, acting and writing has been CONDA nominated and he has recorded with
international and local acts. His talent and experience will ensure a product of excellence for U3A. He has
submitted the attached proposal to create the podcasts.
In addition to the podcasts he has recommended a number of ways U3A could adopt to extend and enhance the
U3A experience for members where they can interact collaboratively through a variety of online mediums such
as:
1. Create a blog on the local U3A website. (for shared content, blogging and vlogging)
2. Create twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest accounts for the podcast.
3. Start a YouTube channel for video uploads (Oral History Project.)
4. A specialized online introductory course for blogging and vlogging (video blogging/storytelling) to instruct
members how to use new technologies and interact online.
5. An Oral Histories project to be shared through website blog and YouTube (which could include a monthly
theme for membership engagement.)
6. Use the blog on the Network website to bring web traffic from the Podcast and Oral Histories project, thus
bringing more people to the Network’s website and increasing engagement and membership base.
Covid changed the way U3As connected with members and in doing so, ushered in a new era of technology.
Podcasts are merely the next step forward.
Beth Elliott
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TRIVIA
1.

What was the agent number of Maxwell Smart?

2.

Napoleon Bonaparte was afraid of what sort of
creatures?

3.

Zorro is the Spanish word for what?

4.

Deniliquin hosts what national event in late
September/early October?

Hello to all at Newcastle U3A,
Did you know that nearly ½ million Australians are
currently living with dementia? With ageing of our
population this number will double in the next 30
years.
In response to the need for accessible evidence
based education, the Wicking Dementia Centre at
the University of Tasmania offers a FREE online
course: the Understanding Dementia MOOC.

5.

Who was the first prime minister of Australia?

6.

What is Miss Piggy’s surname?

7.

Emerald is the birthstone for which month?

8.

What creature makes the loudest noise made by an
animal?

9.

How many people showed up to take a ride on New
York’s subway on its opening day?

10. How many spikes are there on the Statue of Liberty’s
Increase your knowledge of dementia and how to
enhance the quality of life of people living with this
condition.

crown?
11. Who is the patron saint of travellers?
12. What two colours appear on the flag of Finland?

•
•
•
•
•

It’s FREE and you can enrol today
Course opens on Tuesday 5th July 2022
Duration is 7 weeks, with an estimated effort
of 3 hours per week
You can study day or night, on your
smartphone, tablet or computer
Receive a personalised certificate on
completion

Enrolments are now open at mooc.utas.edu.au
Many people with dementia live in the community
and education about this condition can better
support them, as well as their families and
caregivers.

13. What are the two moons of Mars?
14. In what year was the tea bag invented?
15. The song I Whistle a Happy Tune is from what
musical?
16. What is the longest bone in the human body?
17. Which canal is longer, the Suez or Panama?
18. Which team sport uses the largest field area?
19. What does the abbreviation cwt stand for?
20. How many balls are used to record a spare in tenpin
bowling?

Our course content includes how the brain is
affected by the diseases that cause dementia,
symptoms, diagnosis, stages and management,
and personal and carers’ perspectives of living with
dementia.
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